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“Pillow Still Life”

When generating ideas for this piece, I had to focus on what I was actually
seeing as well as how I could represent this on paper in an interesting manner. I began
with utilizing observational skills, examining the setup for the still life as it was placed on
the wall of the studio. After careful observation, I decided upon a horizontal/landscape
orientation for the paper as well as a certain section of the still life setup to focus on. I
chose a section that would capture multiple objects at different angles. After considering
my subject matter, I made a light outline of the objects with a hard graphite pencil to
both set up the composition and to make sure that the objects (several pillows, a rope,
and large paper airplanes) were proportionally accurate to one another. After I was
satisfied with the outline of my composition, I began shading with graphite pencils, using
primarily cross hatching to establish values and well as create a sense of texture to
enhance the visual interest of the piece. I went over darker areas several times as well,
and I used an eraser to pull graphite off of the paper for highlights, creating contrast.

In terms of strengths, this piece had a good range of values overall. There are
also many strong lines of various weights distributed throughout the piece. I also think
that there is a good sense of contrast in the piece, especially within the upper right
corner where a very dark shadow meets the white edge of a paper airplane. In addition
to this, there is a good mix of hard and soft shadows throughout the piece. In terms of
weakness, I believe that there could be more balance within the piece. The piece feels
overall heavier and darker on the left side. I also feel that the left side could have more
variety within its values. Though I feel that texture was created with cross hatching
throughout most of the piece, some does feel lost around the bottom left corner of the
composition, which appears smoother than the rest. I also believe that the rope as well
as the shadow it is casting could have been more detailed and moved more
harmoniously with the shape of the pillow.

For me, this work was a step outside of my comfort zone, primarily due to the
approach I took while shading it. In the past, I had neglected texture and hard shadows
within my art; I always blended all of my drawing out completely. These aspects have
greatly improved my work and made me feel more confident in my approach. It wasn’t
until taking a foundations course that I realized the power, potential, and appeal of
shading methods such as cross hatching, adding variety and interest to pieces, even
those which could still be called “realistic.” Reflecting on the work of artists such as
Albrecht Dürer, who utilized techniques such as cross hatching frequently, also
contributed to this realization. Similarly, studying large movements such as
impressionism and post-impressionism made me realize the value of texture and how
art can benefit from not being overly blended. Visual interest can be created in a variety
of ways and coming to terms with this while creating this piece has expanded both my
creative and technical thinking.
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